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ABSTRACT 

 

Comprehensive Spectrum Monitoring System (COSMOS) is Perspecta Labs’ solution for Next-

Generation Spectrum Situational Awareness (NGS2AS), a Spectrum Access R&D Program 

solicited and awarded through the National Spectrum Consortium.  COSMOS will incorporate a 

mix of low-cost unattended RF sensors, networked using industry-standard interfaces; versatile 

back-end server processing and storage of sensor data; spectrum data analytics, reporting and 

visualization; and incorporation of historical and projected frequency usage data from DoD 

systems for planning of training and test missions.  This paper describes the architecture and 

design of the COSMOS system and its sensor and server subsystems. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The US Federal Communication Commission’s (FCC) successful AWS-3 spectrum auction 

completed a transition of economically valuable midband RF spectrum from exclusive 

government use to shared commercial and government use, subject to coordination procedures 

defined in a 2014 Joint Public Notice issued by the FCC and the National Telecommunications 

and Information Administration (NTIA).  Federal agencies with RF-dependent systems in 

affected spectrum ranges, particularly 1695 to 1710 MHz and 1755 to 1780 MHz, submitted 

transition plans that may include temporary or indefinite shared operation with commercial 

licensees.  Temporary sharing permits an orderly process for permanent relocation of the Federal 

systems to other spectrum bands. 

 

The Air Combat Training System (ACTS) is a mobile RF-dependent system that is cooperatively 

acquired by the US Air Force and US Navy through two separate programs of record (PORs); 
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respectively, P5 Combat Training System (P5 CTS) and Tactical Combat Training System 

(TCTS).  ACTS operates primarily in the 1755-1850 MHz frequency range, and is therefore an 

affected Federal system subject to transition.  The Air Force and the Navy both requested 

temporary sharing of 1755 to 1780 MHz by ACTS, qualified by several regulatory and technical 

conditions, until the systems are ready for spectrum relocation.  To facilitate spectrum sharing 

and ACTS transition, the services identified a requirement for a robust, low-cost spectrum 

monitoring solution, and initiated a Spectrum Access R&D Program under the auspices of the 

National Spectrum Consortium called “Next Generation Spectrum Situational Awareness System 

(NGS2AS).”  NGS2AS will be used to verify compliance with sharing agreements between 

incumbent Federal users and new commercial licensees, provide spectrum usage data to DoD 

decision makers, and provide historical trends of spectrum usage for future planning. 

 

This paper documents the Comprehensive Spectrum Monitoring System (COSMOS) solution for 

NGS2AS.  COSMOS incorporates low-cost unattended RF sensors, networked using industry-

standard interfaces; versatile back-end processing and storage of sensor data; spectrum data 

analytics, reporting and visualization; and incorporation of historical and projected frequency 

usage data from DoD systems for planning of airborne training and test missions.  This paper 

defines the primary use cases for COSMOS, outlines the COSMOS system architecture, and 

describes the software architecture and implementation of the COSMOS prototype (including 

both sensors and back-end processing), and the hardware design of the four sensor variants.  

Following the completion of COSMOS system prototyping, Perspecta Labs will conduct system 

test and evaluation at DoD training and test ranges, ahead of planned transition to wider 

operational use. 

 

 

DEVELOPING SPECTRUM SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 

 

Spectrum situational awareness (SA) indicates a state of knowledge about the RF spectrum 

environment that can be characterized by three levels [1]: 

 

1. Observations: collected data from disparate sources, including measurements, spectrum 

allotment and assignment artifacts, operational status of spectrum-dependent systems, 

etc., that are relevant to the RF spectrum in question. 

2. Comprehension: synthesis of a level of understanding about the state of the RF spectrum 

from the observations that exceeds the mere collection of those observations; for 

example, is spectrum access for a planned use contested by congestion from other 

planned uses, or by adversarial actions, or for other attributable or unattributable reasons? 

Or, do the observations provide any evidence of spectrum usage that is unauthorized? 

3. Forecasting/Prediction: can comprehension of the current and past states of the RF 

spectrum allow prediction of a future state, e.g. so that I may mitigate any problems for 

the operation of my spectrum-dependent systems were that prediction come to pass? 

 

As applied to DoD flight training activity, development of RF spectrum SA will help owners of 

spectrum-dependent flight training systems to: 
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 establish both a near real-time and an historical profile of RF spectrum use by those 

systems (expected and planned use); 

 detect, identify and characterize other uses, both attributable and unattributable, of the RF 

spectrum targeted by flight training systems; and 

 predict the future impact (on DoD flight training missions) of spectrum cohabitation 

between spectrum-dependent flight training systems and new shared uses of targeted RF 

spectrum authorized by cognizant spectrum authorities.  

 

COSMOS builds spectrum SA from raw sensor RF measurements, refined sensor spectrum data 

products, joint signal processing on spectrum data from two or more active sensors, and active 

frequency allotment and assignment records from federal spectrum repositories and DoD 

planning systems. 

 

 

COSMOS FUNCTIONALITY AND USE CASES 

 

The architecture and design of COSMOS is motivated by the use cases that the system must be 

able to support.  NGS2AS requirements [2] (that COSMOS is designed to meet) identify two 

primary user types, Spectrum Manager and System Configuration Manager.   

 

Function Consequence Notes 

View a real-time report of 

spectrum usage 

Verify spectrum use in a given 

area 

User specifies time window 

(e.g. past 5 minutes, hour, 

day); based on sensed power. 

View a report of historical 

spectrum usage 

Determine the amount of 

required spectrum for ongoing 

operations 

User can generate different 

reports for different 

aggregation time periods, with 

range, region or nation scope.  

View a geographical heat 

map of spectral energy 

Identify interference 

conditions 

User can select range area, 

freq band and time window  

List prospective 

transmission types 

Identify the types of radios 

using spectrum  

User can specify a range area, 

time window and freq range. 

Geolocation of prospective 

emitters  

Identify where interference 

may be coming from 

User can specify a range area, 

time window, freq range, and 

geo algorithm (LoB or TDoA). 

Calculate and display RF 

spectrum metrics 

Document spectrum usage per 

standard metrics 

Using a subset of the spectrum 

metrics specified in RCC 707-

14 [3], with range, regional or 

national scope. 

Set alerts for RF spectrum 

activity 

Notification when energy is 

seen above threshold 

User can specify a range area, 

time window, freq range, and 

threshold triggering alert. 

Manage alerts 

View alerts, dismiss alerts, 

refer alert conditions for 

further system action. 

Alert notifications may be 

through COSMOS GUI or 

other comms methods. 
Table 1: Spectrum Manager Use Cases 
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The former is specifically concerned with spectrum SA, which can be developed over training 

range (installation), regional (aggregation of training ranges), and national spatial scope.  The 

latter is the user responsible for configuration and maintenance of the COSMOS sensor field, 

management of the sensor network, management and maintenance of back-end server hardware 

and software, and life cycle support for all COSMOS hardware and software.  Use cases for 

Spectrum Managers and System Configuration Manager are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2, 

respectively. 

 
Function Consequence Notes 

Add or remove sensors from 

the sensor field 

Manage the sensing assets in 

the system. 

Supports sensor growth and 

maintenance efforts. 

Check and update sensor 

software 

Keep sensor software up-to-

date, fix bugs 

Over-the-air check and update 

is critical for remote sensors. 

Update or revoke sensor 

certificate 

Enforce and protect COSMOS 

security at the sensor edge 
Sensors  

View sensor health 
Determine sensor maintenance 

needs 

Map- or list-based selection of 

sensors with drill-down 
Table 2: System Configuration Manager Use Cases 

 

 

COSMOS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

To realize the use cases, we have defined an architecture for COSMOS that combines “edge” 

processing at the RF sensors with centralized processing in a server core.  A highly simplified 

illustration of the COSMOS architecture is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Virtualized Back-End Server

Sensor 
Registry

Sensor 
Controller

Sensor 
Measurement 

DB

Analytics DB

Assignments 
DB

JSDR, IFDS, 
TRMS, XLS, 

etc

Sensor Network

Sensor

Sensor

Engines

Integrated GUI

 
Figure 1: Simplified COSMOS Architecture 
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Two classes of RF Sensors are realized in the COSMOS sensor field.  The Scanning Sensor is 

capable of quick scans for RF energy in spectrum bands of interest, and offers limited edge 

processing capabilities.  The more capable Staring Sensor can perform all Scanning Sensor tasks, 

and also more intensive edge processing tasks, and can participate in multi-sensor processing 

requiring close time alignment of data from those sensors.  While at this time all sensors are 

assumed to be fixed, in the future mobile and portable sensors can be readily incorporated 

because all sensors are required to integrate GPS position and time references.  Note also that 

since the COSMOS architecture is independent of sensing requirements specific to any particular 

frequency range or spectrum bands, it can accommodate diverse spectrum sensing needs. 

 

The Sensor Network connects the sensor field to the back-end server, and must support the 

establishment of IPsec VPNs between each sensor and a VPN gateway within the back-end 

server.  Otherwise, point-to-point, point-to-multipoint, and mesh topologies are all feasible for 

the sensor network.  

 

The Back-End Server consolidates sensor control, centralized processing engines for signals and 

analytics, interfaces to external systems to obtain reference data, and repositories for spectrum 

data products (raw and processed) and reference data.  Server functions can be virtualized to 

provide the training range operator with two primary options for the deployment of COSMOS: 

on-premise (server hardware, server software, and system operation and maintenance are all 

local to the training range), and cloud-based (only the sensor field and sensor network need be 

local to the training range, and all other COSMOS functions are installed, operated and 

maintained from a suitable cloud computing infrastructure such as DISA MilCloud).  The 

Integrated GUI pulls together the functionally distinct Spectrum Manager and System 

Configuration Manager interfaces into a single front end, through which users are provided with 

access to system capabilities and RF spectrum data via roles. 

 

Sensor control and management functions are integrated into the back-end server.  The Sensor 

Controller works with the server engines to determine what new sensor data is required to meet a 

spectrum SA objective, and then dispatches tasks to the sensors and collects spectrum data 

products from the sensors.  Sensor data is stored to and retained in repositories depending on the 

specific retention policies defined for that data.  The actions that the Sensor Controller can take 

are strongly constrained by sensor configuration and current sensor status information in the 

Sensor Registry.  The Sensor Registry allows for and accounts for diverse sensor capabilities 

within COSMOS, including coverage of different and distinct spectrum ranges. 

 

 

KEY REQUIREMENTS, ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN TRADES 

 

Some of the requirements on the NGS2AS solution [2] have a particularly significant impact on 

the architecture and design of COSMOS.  These requirements generally reflect operational 

realities for COSMOS deployment on DoD training ranges.  

 

First, COSMOS sensors must be capable of completely unattended operation on possibly remote 

training ranges, in harsh outdoor locations and without access to range infrastructure support 

(line power and network connectivity).  This implies that COSMOS sensors must have 
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weatherproof enclosures and must implement protection against physical tampering, including 

unauthorized opening of enclosure access doors and unauthorized movement of fixed sensors 

from their permanent or semi-permanent installations.  The server-to-sensor command-and-

control (C2) link must protected from eavesdrop and basic over-the-air cyber attacks; use of 

IPSec-based VPNs predicated on installation of a valid sensor certificate provides a well-known 

and understood line of defense.  This also requires sensors to be capable of operation on battery 

power, with a solar solution for battery recharge.  Since remote sensor deployments can be very 

challenging to extend networking, it is important that the system design imposes minimal 

requirements on sensor network performance (e.g. requiring neither high throughput nor low 

latency).  Transport needs for spectrum data produced by the sensors can be managed if the 

sensors implement edge processing at sensor as a data reduction strategy.  These sensor 

networking constraints also make it infeasible for COSMOS to provide hard real-time spectrum 

SA that must be supported by real-time, high data rate streaming sensor data (such as raw I/Q 

data produced at high sampling rates).  Finally, unattended and remote sensor deployment is 

made much more robust and reliable when sensor software and security certificates can be 

updated over-the-air through a sensor C2 maintenance protocol. 

 

Second, the cost to deploy and operate COSMOS must be reduced where possible by system 

architecture and design.  Virtualized back-end server software components can be deployed on 

range-local server hardware, or in a cloud computing infrastructure, or in a combination, 

depending on what best suits spectrum SA operations at any given range.  Irrespective of the 

deployment path chosen for the back-end server, the RF sensor field must be deployed to provide 

suitable coverage over the range space, and therefore control over sensor cost is an important 

attribute of system design.  We have chosen to maximize the use of COTS components and 

subsystems in sensor hardware design, to take advantage of commercial economies of scale 

where it is feasible and where sensor performance will not be materially diminished.  Our 

strategy to deploy a sensor field with multiple sensor types will help us to meet the objective 

average sensor cost ($2.5K) for a typical COSMOS sensor field without having to implement all 

possible sensor capabilities into a single design.  Simple, less capable and less costly scanning 

sensors will be deployed in relatively larger numbers, while more complex, capable and costly 

staring sensors will be judiciously mixed in with the scanning sensors to achieve the proper 

balance between sensor field cost and sensor field capability for a given COSMOS deployment.  

Also, active management of sensor power consumption (via sensor hardware, sensor software, 

and sensor C2 protocol design) allows for smallest size and cost of the battery power and solar 

charging system needed to support remote and unattended sensor installations. 

 

While a single COSMOS instance on a modest training range may require on the order of 20 

sensors and have no more than two or three simultaneous users, systems need to be capable of 

scaling up to 10,000 sensors and 1,000 users.  Several system design decisions enable such 

scaling.  Sensor edge processing distributes development of sensor data products instead of 

relying on a centralized server to create an increasing number of processed sensor data products 

from raw samples.  Virtualization of back-send server functions allows them to be realized 

wherever computing power is available and cheap, as long as they have WAN connectivity to the 

sensor network and field (since sensing itself cannot be virtualized).  Finally, we have chosen 

implementation technologies that are already proven to scale in demanding World-Wide Web 

applications.  The COSMOS server back-end is based on web services realized with a production 
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web server and Java servlets; particularly large COSMOS instances can employ reverse proxy 

and load-balancing methods for smooth scaling of system capacity (e.g. for developing spectrum 

analytics over large aggregations of spectrum data with regional and national scope).  The 

integrated GUI is designed as a browser-based single-page application (SPA), using a modern 

Javascript front-end framework.  The SPA handles all UI screen rendering once it receives page 

data from the back-end server, so the back-end isn’t burdened with rendering and redraw 

operations for every browser client it serves. 

 

 

COSMOS SENSORS 

 

As stated above, we have defined two classes of sensors for COSMOS, to allow system owners 

to strike a balance between sensor field cost and capability in system deployments.  The basic 

functional capabilities and key subsystem exemplars for scanning and staring sensor classes are 

shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: COSMOS Sensor Classes and Variants 

Both classes of COSMOS sensor are built from a commodity software defined radio (SDR) that 

implements the fundamental RF sensing operation via center-frequency tuning and configurable 

signal sampling.  They also incorporate a commodity general-purpose processor (GPP) that 

processes raw samples obtained by the SDR into various sensor data products using the Gnu 

Radio (GR) signal processing framework.  Within a sensor class (scanning or staring), we have 

defined a low-end and high-end variant, which differ in the number of SDR receiver channels 

capable of independent or coordinated sampling, and in the processing capability of the selected 

GPP.  Note that all of the processor variants identified in Figure 2 have industrial temperature 

part numbers, are available in a common compact commercial form factor (COM Express Type 
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6), and implement automatic management of processor power dissipation (through internal 

adjustment of clock rates) as a function of current processing load. 

 

Overall capabilities of the COSMOS sensor family are summarized in Table 3.  The basic 

sensing and sensor processing and data reduction functions are realized in Gnu Radio (GR) 

flowgraphs, which the Sensor C2 protocol calls (with parameters) to task the sensors in order to 

obtain the required sensor data products.  The design of the COSMOS Sensor C2 protocol is 

based heavily on our experience building an efficient, scalable and robust C2 middleware layer 

for distributed RF operations on DARPA’s Advanced RF Mapping (RadioMap) program [4,5]. 

 

Capability Details 

Frequency scanning  Instantaneous ingest bandwidths to 56 MHz 

 Swept scanning from < 100 MHz to > 5 GHz center frequencies 

Local sensor processing 

and data reduction 
 Configurable frequency scan and spectrogram 

 Feature detection, signal detection and signal identification for a 

library of relevant training range signals of interest 

 Line-of-Bearing (LoB) estimation (for multi-antenna variants) 

 Short-term local I/Q sample storage (for staring sensor variants) 

 Self-contained GPS for sample and data product timestamping 

and sensor location 

Sensor Command and 

Control (C2) 
 C2 protocol designed by Perspecta Labs for sensing operations 

and sensor maintenance. 

 Can use wired or wireless data backhaul. 

 Uses standard interfaces for remote C2 and sensor data 

collection, including ANSI VITA 49.2 radio transport (VRT) 

packetization 

 Supports over-the-air (OTA) update of sensor firmware, e.g. for 

new edge processing functions 

 Support for distributed/multi-sensor operations through C2 

coordination 

Security  IPsec for protection of C2 communications and sensor data 

 Supports OTA update of sensor certificates, used to authenticate 

sensor access to server. 

 Tamper detection hardware (access door alarm, accelerometer to 

detect movement of fixed sensors) 
Table 3: COSMOS Sensor Family Capabilities 

 

 

COSMOS ENGINES 

 

The COSMOS edge (sensor) processing strategy provides both crucial reduction of sensor data 

volume and highly scalable contributions to spectrum SA, via sensor capabilities above and 

beyond basic frequency scanning such as signal feature detection and signal identification.  

However, not all spectrum SA tasks can be completed successfully by the processing actions of 

single sensors working independently from each other.  Some tasks require coordinated 
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processing of data from multiple sensors, while other tasks can be improved (completed with 

better quality) if data from multiple sensors can be incorporated.  An example of the former is 

geolocation of a RF emitter, for which measurements from at least three sensors (power levels, 

lines of bearing, or relative time-of-arrival) are necessary to develop a geolocation solution 

estimate.  An example of the latter is demodulation and (channel) decoding of a RF signal of 

interest, in order to validate its presence with very high confidence.  Use of multiple sensor 

receivers with macroscopic diversity combining can increase the demodulation SNR above what 

can be obtained from any single sensor. 

 

The COSMOS back-end server contains two engines that perform processing on RF sensor data 

from multiple sensors.  The Signal Processing Engine (SPE) is the seat for all multi-aperture 

signal processing in COSMOS.  For example, for geolocation of an emitter signal of interest 

(SoI), the SPE can apply one of three multi-sensor algorithms:  

 

1. “Power on arrival” (PoA), for which a sensor’s power measurement for a SoI serves as a 

proxy for distance from the SoI to the sensor; and with which SoI location is estimated 

via triangulation among at least three concurrent sensor power measurements; or 

2. Line-of-bearing (LoB) reconciliation (see Figure 3(a)), for which concurrent LoB 

estimates for a SoI from three or more multi-aperture scanning or staring sensors are 

intersected to find the most likely SoI location; or  

3. Time difference of arrival (TDoA), for which closely synchronized I/Q sample windows 

from three or more staring sensors are processed to produce hyperbolae that intersect in 

the most likely SoI location, as shown in Figure 3(b). 

 

 
(a) Line-of-Bearing (LoB) reconciliation 

 
(b) Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) 

Figure 3: Two Emitter Geolocation Algorithms options for the SPE 

The second COSMOS back-end engine is the Analytics Engine (AE), which runs calculations 

over possibly large sets of RF spectrum data from all system sensors to develop estimates of 

spectrum usage and occupancy and spectrum trends.  The AE can perform validation analyses on 

a frequency plan for a training mission, namely, whether the spectrum SA picture developed 

during training mission execution (a) provided evidence that all planned emitters were actually 

used, and (b) provided any evidence of unplanned, unauthorized emitters using the same 

spectrum and possibly interfering with the training mission.  The AE can also produce reports 

detailing how intensively the RF spectrum bands of interest are used by both training community 
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and other authorized interests, including the calculation of formal metrics for spectrum usage and 

occupancy [3]. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

DoD missions that have been able to count on exclusive access to RF spectrum operations are 

having to confront a new spectrum reality: rapidly increasing demand for spectrum access from 

other claimants (commercial wireless carriers, community unlicensed users, non-DoD federal 

agencies) exceeds the amount of spectrum in viable frequency bands that could be made 

available on an exclusive basis to meet that demand.  DoD organizations that rely on mission-

critical spectrum-dependent systems need to consider alternate courses of action in the face of 

this major regulatory change: relocate to other spectrum bands that are more readily amenable to 

exclusive use, or figure out ways to coexist with the other uses, or retire the affected RF systems 

in favor of alternate technologies. 

 

The DoD flight training community determined that it would embark on a period of spectrum 

sharing for its L-band operations (1755 to 1780 MHz) impacted by the FCC’s auction of the 

AWS-3 band, possibly in advance of a spectrum relocation plan for those operations.  As part of 

its coordination procedures, the community identified a need for a new spectrum situational 

awareness (SA) capability that could capture, characterize, archive and report on spectrum usage 

in the shared band.  A tool implementing that capability could assess and attribute authorized 

spectrum use to flight training systems and new commercial systems (e.g. LTE cellular access 

networks), as well as detect and flag unauthorized use of the spectrum by other RF systems that 

could cause RF interference degradation to the authorized uses.  Perspecta Labs is architecting, 

designing, prototyping and testing COSMOS as a realization of the training community’s vision 

for a next-generation spectrum situational awareness system (NGS2AS), which will facilitate 

new spectrum sharing arrangements for its spectrum-dependent systems. 
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